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Human Systems Integration (HSI) acknowledges that the human is a
critical component in any complex system. It is an interdisciplinary
approach that makes explicit the underlying tradeoffs across the
HSI domains, facilitating optimization of
total system performance



























Resident MS in HSI
HSI Master’s Degree Program
Two Years (Eight Academic Quarters)
• Four HSI courses (NPS Certificate)
• Four Systems Engineering courses (NPS Certificate)
• Systems Acquisition & Program Management (leads to 
DAU certification)
• Three-Course Statistics sequence
• Research Methods and Survey Research courses
• Cost Estimation course (leads to DAU certification)
• Test & Evaluation course (leads to DAU certification)





Master in HSI (MHSI)
(Proposed)
Draft Matrix for MHSI
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Quarter 1 OA3411 (3-0)
Introduction to HSI
MN3331(5-1)
Systems Acquisition & 
Program Management
Quarter 2 OS3111 (3-1)
Probability & Statistics 
for HSI & MOVES
OA3401 (3-1)
Human Factors in 
System Design






Quarter 4 OA3412 (3-0)











Quarter 6 OA3413 (3-1)















What Students Would Get
• Four HSI Cert Pgm courses 
• Two Prob & Stat courses
• Four SE course (SE Certificate)
• HSI Domain courses:
• HFE
• Training (& Simulation)
• ESOH
• Cost Estimation
• Test and Evaluation




(four graduate courses taught via asynchronous 
distributed learning)
Program Linkages and Cost
Certificate Program Linkages
The HSI Certificate Program can be taken as:
- a stand-alone course sequence (DL)
- a part of the MS in HSI (DL or resident)
- an elective track in the NPS SE program (DL or resident)
Certificate Program Costs (rates effective July 2011)
Federal Government Employees:
$2000 per course or $8000 for entire certificate
DoD Contractors:
$2125 per course or $8500 for entire certificate
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OA3411: Intro to HSI
Course Topics
What is HSI? 








Environment, Occupational Health, Habitability 




OA3412: HSI in Acq Life Cycle
Course Topics
Overview of the SE Process 
Cost Estimation 
HSI Prior to the Materiel Development Decision
HSI in Materiel Solutions Analysis 
HSI in Materiel Technology Development
HSI in Engineering and Manufacturing Development 
HSI in Production, Deployment, Operations, and Support
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Interactive Defense Acquisition Framework 
(used extensively in OA3412 & OA3413)
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Course Topics
Introduction to OA3413: Tools, Techniques, Approaches and Methods 
(TTAMs) for HSI; Review of recent HSI Tools Surveys
Tool Repositories and TTAM Resources 
HSI Tradeoffs and Trade Space Exploration in HSI 
Traceability and Crosswalk of HSI in Acquisition 
TTAMs by Phase 
Final Course Project:  Create your own HSI Toolbox. 
OA3413: Tools, Techniques and 
Processes for  HSI
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OA4414: HSI Case Studies & Apps
A DHS scenario set in 2014 – 2017
Course Activities
• Course Overview and Introduction to Case Study
• Capabilities Based Assessment
• Draft Capability Development Document
• HSI Plan
• Tradeoff Analysis (in preparation for a Critical Design Review)
• Initial Operational Test & Evaluation Plan
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Human Systems Integration (HSI) acknowledges that the human is a
critical component in any complex system. It is an interdisciplinary
approach that makes explicit the underlying tradeoffs across the HSI
domains, facilitating optimization of total system performance in both
non-materiel and materiel solutions to address the capability needs of
organizations.











• HSI is (incorrectly) focused on domain activities.
• Policies encourage (or require) integration but provide no details on
how it should be done.
• Nearly all “HSI tools” are domain tools or management (tracking) tools.
• At the heart of integration is the ability to conduct tradeoffs properly.
• The real benefit of HSI lies in its ability to make explicit the tradeoffs
that for too long have been implicit.
• Tools and methods exist in other fields that can be brought to bear to
conduct HSI tradeoff analyses.
Six Truths about HSI and Tradeoffs
Examples of Poor Tradeoffs
• 18-hour days for submariners
• Reduction of manning (impact on safety)
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Quick Fix Safety Problem
• As a result of an accident, console needs to be 
modified.
• Engineers recommend adding 3 push buttons 
to Panel B.
• Each button has width w; buttons are 
separated by distance d; panel has length         
l (30 cm).
• Each button has mounting bracket with lateral 
flange whose width is proportional to width of 
button.




Proposed modification to 




w: button width (in centimeters)






To fix a movement time to a desired level, for a given 
distance, D, the target would need to meet or exceed 
a critical width, Wc, to achieve movement time 
objective where k is an empirically-derived constant.




Fitts’ Law (Schmidt, et al, 1979)
If k = 0.25, then to transition from Button 1 to Button 2 (or Button 2 to Button 3),
0.50w - 0.25d > 0_
And, to transition from Button 1 to Button 3,
0.75w - 0.50d > 0_
Finally, given that l = 30 cm, the width of the panel is,
5w < 26_
Standard Form
• Quick Fix Safety needs to determine best values for w and d such that:
– operator control response time going from Button 1 to Button 2 (or from Button 2 
to Button 3) is no more than 0.5 seconds
– time going from Button 1 to Button 3 is no more than 1.0 second.  How should 
Quick Fix Safety ensure these requirements are fulfilled in the most space-
efficient manner?
• min 3w + 2d (width of panel surface used)
• s.t. 0.50w - 0.25d > 0 (response time requirement, Button 1 to 2)
• 0.75w – 0.50d > 0 (response time requirement, Button 1 to 3)
• 3d – 2w > 4 (minimum button spacing)
• 5w < 26 (maximum panel width)
• w,d > 0 (nonnegativity)
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w,d > 0,  _
0.50w - 0.25d > 0_
Solving via Excel
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Optimal Solution for the Quick Fix Safety Model Using 
the Excel Solver.
“An Inconvenient Truth”
• Rarely is it the case that  HSI-type constraints can be developed 
based on intuition, first principles, natural laws, or other empirical 
regularities.
• How, then, do HSI practitioners proceed?  
• They must develop the necessary main constraint(s) from an 
empirical dataset.  
– Datasets may be preexisting




Never Fail Repair Depot
• Has decided to reevaluate their human resources policies.
• Objective is improving cost effectiveness of future 
operations.  
• Courses of Action:
– Hire more capable workers with higher salaries.  
– Hire less expensive but less capable workers and provide longer 
training periods.  
• Management team recognizes this as a tradeoff between 
worker capability (i.e., a personnel domain consideration), 
training, and performance (i.e., productivity),
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HSI to the Rescue
• The HSI practitioner identifies the primary variables of 
interest for this study are:
– worker technical aptitude (x1), 
– days of on-the-job training (x2), and, 
– mean time to complete a repair (y).  
• The HSI practitioner collects observations on a random 




…which yields a regression equation of:
Linear Model
• Given some technical aptitude (x1) and hours of on-the-
job training (x2), then the expected mean time to repair 
(y) can be no less than that calculated from the 
regression model.  
• However, longer mean times to repair are logically 
reasonable—e.g., workers may not perform up to their 
full capability.
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Once any problem has been formulated as an 
optimization model, one can systematically search for 
optimal solutions.
